Assessment proposal of teaching and learning strategies in software process improvement

Propuesta de evaluación de estrategias de enseñanza/aprendizaje en mejora de procesos software

1. Introduction

Teaching and learning strategies involve activities and methods used to facilitate the achievement of learning outcomes in the students. Environments of software process improvement have been incorporating such strategies for helping to decrease current weaknesses related to basic-sciences formation, motivation, and communication. Commonly, these strategies are classified as traditional, dynamic, or own strategies [1], depending on the student role during the process and the achieved application level in real contexts. Commonly, in the teaching and learning environments of software process improvement the own strategies are more used, focused on the course design about specific topics [2, 3]. One of such strategies includes the gamification which considers design principles by using game mechanics and game thinking to engage users in a specific context and to support problem solving processes. According to [4], some of such principles are: defining goals, orientating to challenges and quest; personalizing experience and progress; and, promoting feedback, competition, and cooperation. In software process improvement, the consideration of such principles stimulates student to develop a set of competencies related to teamwork, problem solving, leadership, and effective communication. Gamification has been called one of the most important trends in technology by several industry experts. Gamification can potentially be applied to any industry and almost anything to create fun and engaging experiences. For this reason, by using the principles of gamification, we propose to translate the traditional enthusiasm for play and social media engagement into the classroom, as a basis for succeeding and accelerating the learning process in students.
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One of the most important components of teaching and learning process is the assessment [5]. Traditionally, the main method for assessing teaching is oriented to student evaluation based on the difficulties associated with precise assessments of teaching effectiveness. Lately, evaluation methods are receiving increasing attention [6, 7] looking for a set of subjects to consider in a precise assessment design. In the literature, we found several approaches defining features for assessing in the teaching and learning process. Summarizing, some of them are: i) the student competencies; ii) the didactic proposals and techniques; and, iii) the satisfaction level of the students.

In this paper, an assessment proposal of teaching and learning strategies in software process improvement is presented. Our approach is based on learning domains of the Bloom taxonomy [8], describing a three-domain structure: the cognitive and psychomotor domain in the first component of our proposal, the instrumental domain in the second component, and the affective domain in the third component. Each component of the assessment proposal is based on templates for guiding the questionnaires application as data collection instruments for measuring students’ perception regarding the strategy and the satisfaction in the learning experience.

We develop a preliminary validation based on the gamification principles, by following a case study. Such a case consists in the assessment of a didactic proposal for teaching defect management in the context of Team Software Process (TSP). This proposal is designed like a game—training strategy—for facilitating the introduction of the basic concepts of defects management. The results show promising aspects of the student experience as high levels of enjoyment, good level of difficulty, and an important closeness to the reality of the proposal. Such aspects show the relevance of the application of gamification principles in didactic proposals for achieving significant student learning.

The paper is organized as follow: in the following section we present the conceptual framework and background about teaching and learning process and strategies for software process improvement. Then, the assessment proposal of teaching and learning strategies in software process improvement is presented. Later, we present a case study for validating the proposal and we analyze the results. Finally, in the last section the conclusions and future work are presented.

2. Conceptual framework and background

2.1. Teaching and learning strategies in the software process improvement

Software process improvement is an important topic in the context of software engineering, since it is focused on how to measure the software development process, the errors density in the products, and the programmers’ productivity [9].

According to [1], the teaching and learning strategies for software process improvement are classified in the following categories:

1. Traditional teaching-learning strategies: Strategies comprise lectures where the basic concepts are presented. In such strategies, the student is a passive actor of the learning process, so it is difficult to achieve an integrated application view of the presented concepts.

2. Dynamic teaching-learning strategies: Strategies aimed at helping students to experiment the application of concepts in an environment closer to the reality (e.g., simulated environment or case studies). For the students, the main difficulties in the usage of these strategies are achieving a balance between the work scope and the independent work.

3. Own teaching-learning strategies: The own strategies are focused on the courses design about specific topics (i.e., PSP/TSP courses have reported experiences presenting diminutions in the software product defects by during the course development) [2, 3].

Gamification is the process oriented to use game mechanics and thinking for involving users and solving problems. The usage of gamification principles in the teaching and learning strategies of software process improvement is a growing trend, looking for increasing the student motivation and developing competencies like teamwork, problem solving, leadership, and effective communication [10-12]. These principles are being applied in non-game applications to make them more fun and engaging [13]. According to [4], some principles commonly used are: defining goals, orientating to challenges and quest; personalizing experience and progress; and, promoting feedback, competition, and cooperation.

Some examples of the game mechanics used in gamification that could be included in the higher education domain are: positive feedback, points accumulation, obtaining badges, increased visibility of status, recognition of progress and pleasant surprises [14].

2.2. Assessment framework and taxonomies

Assessment has been considered one of the most important components of teaching and learning process [5]. According to [15], assessment is a continuous and participative process for measuring the evolution of student learning and making decisions to improve the design and development of the teaching processes. The evaluation is a judgment by the instructor about whether the instruction has met its learning outcomes. By following a contextualized and
sound assessment, to monitor the success of a program/course/subject for achieving intended learning outcomes is possible. In this sense, we can determine: i) what students have learned; ii) the way they learned the material; and, iii) their approach to learning before, during, or after an activity [16].  

Based on the difficulties associated with precise assessments of teaching effectiveness, student evaluations traditionally have been the primary mean for assessing teaching, mainly in higher education. Lately, evaluation methods are receiving increasing attention [5-7] looking for a set of subjects to consider in their design. 

In the literature, we found several approaches for defining the role of assessment in the teaching and learning process. [17] proposes two key components within a framework of an instructional design model: the first is for identifying the types of learning outcomes desired in the students; Secondly, an instrument or method to obtain this evidence is designed and used as the means of evaluating student learning accomplishment. In the same sense: i) [18] state the domains covered by the evaluation of teaching and learning: evaluation of the practice of teaching, the evaluation of the students capacity to learn, and the way of teaching is received; ii) [19] recommends to evaluate three aspects of teaching: planning, implementation, and results; iii) [20] develop an original measure of learning in higher education and propose evaluation techniques including an overall score, which is the principal measure of student evaluation and measures of perceived learning, preparation and organization, the instructor attitude, and the extent to which the course stimulated students to think. Also, they use the results analysis of the determinants of student evaluations to suggest improved methods for evaluating instructors. 

2.3. Competences and competence-based assessment

Currently, within processes of curricula transformation in formal and informal educative environments, new training trends based on competences are being implemented. Such an approach implies an assessment of programs, plans, new learning, and instruments to ensure the quality of the results that the educational systems are achieving. Assessments should measure the knowledge and skills needed to function in realistic contexts, and it is really authentic when to examine of student performance on worthy intellectual tasks is reached. 

According to [21], a competence is the capacity for using the necessary resources to respond efficiently to a complex situation within a specific context. In the teaching and learning process, competencies comprise a set of knowledge, skills, and attitudes describing the learning outcomes of a program/course/subject [22].  

Several approaches have been found as background of competence-based assessment, as follows: [23] shows the importance of contextual aspects in the analysis of achievement tests and the construction of contextual scales for each skill. In the CDIO Initiative, a framework to develop engineering education is presented, to meet the requirements for a modern engineer and to emphasize the student ability for being able to engineer [24]. CDIO stands for Conceive-Develop-Implement-Operate and it is a program for preparing engineering students for the forthcoming challenges by integrating competences related to product development projects; [25] defines a set of key competences for networks and working groups in engineering; [26] design and assess educational objectives by applying new competencies taxonomy. Particularly, the competence-based assessment in software engineering has been considered a critical activity and approaches like the Competence Web-based Assessment Framework Specification proposed by [27] are trying to overcome the underlying difficulties.

3. Assessment Proposal

In Figure 1, we present an overview of the assessment proposal. Our approach is based on the Bloom taxonomy of learning domains, according to the revision and grasp by [8]. As such taxonomy describes a three-domain structure; we consider the cognitive and psychomotor domain in the first component of our proposal, and the affective domain in the third component. The second component is directly oriented to the teaching proposal/method. This approach is justified in the excellent structure for planning, designing, assessing, and evaluating training and learning effectiveness provided by such framework. We expect our assessment approach serves as a base model to ensure that training and assessment be planned to deliver all the necessary development for students, and a template by which you can assess the validity and coverage of any existing method.

In the Figure 2, we show the steps for implementing the assessment proposal. A workflow where the application of didactic proposal is the first step for measuring the student satisfaction level and evaluating developed competences is presented.
3.1. Competence-based assessment

Bloom Taxonomy underpins the classical Knowledge, Attitude, & Skills structure of learning method. Such structure is organized in the cognitive and psychomotor domains. The cognitive domain comprises the following categories: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. We define the previous categories as learning levels of templates supporting the assessment, as we show in the Table 1. Besides, we include in such a template the following features for complementing the assessment: evidence features and rubric features. The evidence features are specifying:

i. The abilities/skills related to each learning level. For reference, in the table we include examples of skills related to each learning level.

ii. The application level of competence, which is accomplished with the strategy, in real contexts and situations to solve it. We propose application scales (categories) to facilitate the assignation, as follows: Low/Medium/High; Superior, Advanced, Intermediate, Novice.

iii. The learning level achieved is proposed for assigning a percentage or value to the current learning level in proportion with which the student should achieve (ideal); we propose an interval [X from Y].

Finally, we include in the assessment template a kind of rubric. [28] defines the rubric as an evaluation tool for assessing student compliance degree in a work or activity. Research on regulated learning and feedback suggests that learning improves when feedback directs students to monitor their learning and shows them how to achieve learning objectives [29]; [30] point out that rubric increases the satisfaction level of the students and is clearly beneficial for both teachers and students. The rubric features comprise: i) the subject, detailing the specific topic being assessed; and, ii) the weight for each subject defined by the instructor, representing a score/percentage which quantitatively assesses the achievement of such competence.

3.2. Didactic proposal assessment

The didactic proposal refers to the instructional components of the guide material for implementing a didactic activity in class. The goal of this assessment component is identifying improvement aspects of the activities proposed in the learning and teaching strategies, associated to features such as: quality, preparing, planning, organization, and design of the didactic proposal [20].

Such assessment component is designed based on a collecting data method [30] and it is adapted as follows: a) Define the objective of collecting data method; b) Select and design the method to collect the needed data; c) Apply the designed method; and d) Obtain and analyze data.

A questionnaire is a method widely used to collect data in science research [31], despite the disadvantages as the possibility of low responses rates and the questionnaire design which makes difficult to examine complex issues and opinions. We use this method to validate the didactic proposal as a recommendation of the research quantitative process, considering the level of student engagement with the didactic activities and the specificity level of issues under study. The questionnaire was developed in two sections: in the first section, the perception of the didactic proposal is identified, based on the Likert scale. Such perception indicates the level and the approval factor of the participants in a measure scale of five points. In the second section, we define questions associated to the individual usage perception of the student. These questions are designed by using a measure scale of two options (Yes or No).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Kind of activities to be trained</th>
<th>Evidence Features</th>
<th>Achieved level</th>
<th>Rubric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>For reference: • multiple-choice test • recount facts • recall a process, rules, definitions • quota law or procedure</td>
<td>e.g. • Recall or recognize information Scale: Low/Medium / High [X from Y]</td>
<td>Subject 1...%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>For reference: • explain or interpret meaning from a given scenario • solution to given problem • create examples</td>
<td>e.g. • understand meaning • re-write data in one’s own words • interpret, extrapolate, and translate Scale: Low/Medium / High [X from Y]</td>
<td>Subject 1...%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>For reference: • put a theory into practical effect • demonstrate or solve a problem • manage an activity For reference: • identify parts and functions of a process • de-construct a methodology or process • making qualitative evaluation of elements, • measure requirements or needs</td>
<td>e.g. • use or apply knowledge • apply theoretical aspects into real context</td>
<td>Subject 1...%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>For reference: • develop plans or procedures • design solutions • integrate methods, resources, ideas • create teams or new approaches • write protocols or incidents</td>
<td>e.g. • interpret elements, organizational principles, and structure • identify internal relationships • and components from systems or context Scale: Low/Medium / High [X from Y]</td>
<td>Subject 1...%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Synthesis</td>
<td>For reference: • develop new unique structures • systems, or models, • propose creative thinking and operations</td>
<td>e.g. • assess effectiveness of whole concepts • in relation to values, outputs, efficacy, viability; critical thinking, strategic comparison and review; judgments relating to external criteria Scale: Low/Medium / High [X from Y]</td>
<td>Subject 1...%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>For reference: • review strategic plans in terms of efficacy • assess sustainability produce a financial justification • perform a risk analysis</td>
<td>e.g.</td>
<td>Subject 1...%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 2 Questionnaire for validating didactic proposals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIDACTIC PROPOSAL ASSESSMENT</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 1. Didactic proposal perception</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the previous scale evaluate the features of the developed activity:

1. The way how the teacher presents the activity introduction
2. The presentation of the activity objectives
3. The presentation of the activity rules
4. The time spent on the activity
5. The clarity of the instructions or steps for developing the activity
6. The handling of the activity by the teacher
7. The material quality used for developing the activity
8. The clarity of the forms used for registering the activity results
9. The presentation of the activity conclusions
10. The orientation offered by during the activity development

**Section 2. Individual usage perception**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes [1]</th>
<th>No [2]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you understand the activity objectives?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you understand the activity rules?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is adequate the material used for the activity?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3 Questionnaire for assessing student satisfaction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDENT SATISFACTION ASSESSMENT</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 1. Experience and satisfaction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deficient</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the next scale evaluate the satisfaction level in your experience:

1. Overall score of the activity
2. Level of enjoyment
3. Level of closeness to reality
4. Level of difficulty
5. Level of satisfaction regarding to instructor attitude
6. Level in which the activity stimulated him/her to think

**Section 2. Opinion**

**Open-ended questions**

Which are the main concepts learned during the activity?
Which are the steps/strategy/method to obtain the best results in the activity?
What would you suggest to improve the activity?
The questionnaire features facilitate the data analysis according to the participant perception to the activity supported by the didactic proposal. A model of the proposed questionnaire is shown in the Table 2.

In the following section, we describe the assessment component oriented to the level of student satisfaction to the teaching process.

3.3. Student satisfaction assessment

This component is designed following the previous method [31] for measuring the satisfaction in the student experience.

The questionnaire was developed in two sections: in the first section, the experience and the satisfaction level of the student according to the process learning are measured, in a Likert scale of five points. In this section, we define six main features for establishing the following measure aspects of the teaching and learning process: overall score of the activity, enjoyment, closeness to reality of the activity, difficulty, satisfaction regarding to instructor attitude, and how the activity stimulates the student to think [20]. In the second section, the questions are focused on measuring and analyzing the student opinion. For this reason, open-ended questions are defined for measuring aspects such as: concepts learned according student, steps/strategy/method used by the students to achieve the activity goals, and student suggestions for improving the activity. A model of the proposed questionnaire is shown in the Table 3.

The previous questionnaire is designed for evaluating the usability features regarding student experiences. When students should learn some dense issues in a particular subject, designing a new teaching and learning strategy is often necessary. In the next section, we present a case study for assessing the student satisfaction component proposed in this paper. Such a case study is implemented by using a new didactic proposal for teaching defect injection and prevention in software engineering, in the framework of a teaching strategy based on gamification principles.

4. Case study

The case study consists in the assessment of a didactic proposal for teaching defect management in the context of the Team Software Process (TSP). Such didactic proposal is designed like a game for facilitating the introduction of the basic concepts of defects management in academic and enterprise environments as a training strategy.

The assessment method is a questionnaire for measuring the student satisfaction regarding the didactic proposal. For applying the questionnaire a previous pilot with professors of the discipline was developed. The questionnaire method was applied using non-probabilistic sample by means of snowball technique by identifying the individuals (students) can participate in the validation of the didactic proposal. For the questionnaire application, thirty students from systems engineering with the following features were selected: (1) Minimum 3rd semester and (2) Accumulative average greater than 75%.

4.1. Case study description

The didactic proposal is based on an analogy between paper boats construction and software development. The validation was carried out in a two-hour session, through the following steps:

1. After the instructions explanation of the didactic proposal, the participants are organized in teams with well-defined roles (leader, developer, and tester) (Duration: 20 minutes).

2. The teams build paper boats during four phases by simulating software-development phases (incremental development). Each phase has a feedback space about the defects identified on the boats based on the principles of software verification (Duration: 5 minutes by phases 1 and 2; 15 minutes phase 3; 20-minute phase 4. Total: 45 minutes).

3. The tester of each team takes quality metrics for the products (boats) by following a verification guide and including some acceptance criteria of products software development. In addition, the tester calculates some quality metrics in a defects registration form. This activity is required in each phase seeking to meet the evolution of teamwork in terms of performance and productivity (Duration: 20 minutes).

4. Discussion of team results (Duration: 20 minutes).

5. The students fulfill the questionnaire for assessing the didactic proposal (Duration: 15 minutes).

The didactic proposal goals, in terms of the teaching and learning process, are: (1) recognizing the roles and responsibilities in a software development team, according to the TSP methodology; (2) identifying the business requirements by phase and the importance of its verification; and, (3) understanding the basic formulas to measure defects and their utility for achieving software quality. The required materials for the application of the didactic proposal are: paper sheets, pencils, the origami guide and including some acceptance criteria of defects registration form.

The didactic proposal has a set of rules for orientating the team activities conformed—as software development companies hiring a testing firm to the product quality verification. It is important due to such rules promote the competence among the teams indicating that the client will select only one company as a product provider according to the quality of its products. The rules of the game are as follows:
The participants organize teams of three members with a specific role (leader, developer, or tester). The leader coordinates the work and explains to other members the activities to do. The developer builds the boats by phase, according to origami instructions form and the tester is responsible of the software quality verification through metrics of defects management.

The instructor defines and explains to team leaders the acceptance criteria of the products. Such criteria are related to the quality of folds, the uniformity of the boats tips, wrinkles, lines, and paper breaks. Also, the instructor delivers the necessary material for the boats construction (paper sheets, origami instruction forms, verification guides, and defects registration forms).

The participants build boats during four phases. In phases 1 and 2, five low complexity units of boat should be constructed. Subsequently, during the phases 3 and 4, five units of high complexity boat should be constructed. The instructor emphasizes in the quality of final product (boats) instead of the quantity of units.

Each developer builds the defined quantity of boats, considering aspects such as acceptance criteria and the production /time metrics previously established.

In each phase, at the end of the time of product construction, the developers deliver the boats to the testers for verifying the acceptance criteria and the defect identification. This verification is similar to the software testing process planned during the design phase.

The tester and the leader of each team fill the defects registration form with the verification metrics identified in the previous step. In this case, for each acceptance criterion the tester marks the column OK or Error (e.g. if the boat has one no uniform tip, the tester marks the column Error in this acceptance criterion).

The tester and the leader calculate the following metrics for the defects management. For the phases 1 and 3 the formula (1) is used, and for phases 2 and 4 the formula (2) is used.

\[
DIP = CT \times \left( \frac{TPE}{PT} \right) \tag{1}
\]

Where, \(DIP\) = Defects injected in the phase, \(CT\) = Construction time, \(TPE\) = Total phase errors and \(PT\) = Phase Time (Construction time + Verification time).

\[
DRP = CT \times \left[ \frac{(TPrevPE - TCurrPE)}{PT} \right] \tag{2}
\]

Where, \(DRP\) = Defects removed in the phase, \(TPrevPE\) = Total previous phase errors and \(TCurrPE\) = Total current phase errors.

At the end of each phase the tester presents a feedback to the workteam showing the boat errors and the metrics related to injected and removed defects in the phase.

In the last part of the didactic proposal execution, the instructor promotes a space for reflection about the learned concepts, the strategy/steps/method for obtaining the best results, and the lessons learned for the teamwork.

### 4.2. Case study results

In this section, the results of the questionnaire for assessing student satisfaction regarding to the didactic proposal are presented. The questionnaire was conducted in courses of software engineering at the Universidad de Medellín during the semesters 02-2013 and 01-2014.

The first student group participating in the questionnaire comprised students from 2th and 3th year of software engineering. Such students were in courses focused on Software Project Management and Information Management. The second student group was composed by students in their last year at the university and they were in courses focused on Software Process Improvement and Software Quality Assurance.

Descriptive statistics to the data collected with the questionnaire are applied. The first analyzed variable is the level of enjoyment where the 53% of participants give a high score (“very good – 4”) (see Table 4). The level of enjoyment is a feature related to the gamification goals; for this reason, it is relevant the identification of such a level perceived by the students from the didactic proposal. According to results presented in Table 4, the students consider a very funny learning by using several strategies complementing the conventional classroom scenarios.

Other analyzed variable is associated with level of the difficulty of the didactic proposal in comparison to game features (see Table 4). For this variable, the questionnaire results show a good level of difficulty related to didactic proposal rules easily understood by the students. So, the students achieve a high degree of assimilation of initial instructions for a good development of the didactic proposal in the classroom.

Finally, the variable closeness to reality of the didactic proposal is analyzed. This variable is represented in the proposal by using a phases distribution as a simulation of the software development process. In accordance with the questionnaire results, the 50% of the students argue that the level of closeness to reality is very good – (4), against to 30% of students that assign a good level. This result is very important for our researchers because of the collection of quality metrics for defects management is an expensive and time-consuming activity. Additionally, the phase distribution of the didactic proposal is an opportunity to show students, in a funny manner, the costs associated with the defects measurement and the early defects elimination generating a special interest in students.

Finally, the questionnaire has three open-ended questions and their answers were tabulated according to the similarity
of the student responses. Such questions analyze variables such as: learned concepts, strategies/steps/method to obtain the best results in the activity and the suggestions for improving it. From the collected answers with the questionnaire we find the following results:

1. **Concepts learned**: 37% of students indicate learning of software quality concepts, 27% express their learning is oriented to identify the importance of teamwork, and 17% consider the didactic proposal as useful for recognizing the importance of quality metrics in the software process development.

2. **Strategies/steps/method**: 60% of students define as the most important principle in the team, the boat construction with the maximum quality, but not the construction of large quantity of boats.

3. **Suggestions**: 30% of students assure not including any change in the activity, however, the 20% of students consider limited the time by phase. Moreover, 17% of participants recommend presenting the instructions in a clearest way and defining a training time for the teams before the activity. Finally, 10% consider important to implement the didactic proposal as a videogame for decreasing the use of paper sheets.

### 5. Conclusions and future work

Gamification constitutes an alternative for using the game principles in teaching software engineering. In this way, we can exploit some games features such as: motivation, representativeness, and dynamism. The gamification as a technique has been successfully used in education and social settings such as marketing or politics, with high levels of motivation and participant involvement.

The application of teaching and learning strategies requires an assessment approach for measuring the evolution of student learning and enhancing the educational activities conducted by teachers. In this paper, we present an assessment proposal based on the Bloom taxonomy including three components: i) competence-based assessment comprising learning levels, evidence features, and rubrics features; ii) didactic proposal assessment based on questionnaires as a data collection method, for measuring students perception regarding to the strategy; and iii) student satisfaction assessment, also based on a questionnaire for obtaining the student perception about the experience and satisfaction.

We validate the student satisfaction assessment component of our proposal, by implementing a case study. The assessed didactic proposal in such a case study is for teaching defects management in a software product. The results show interesting aspects of the experience as higher level of enjoyment, good level of difficulty, and an important closeness to the reality regarding the didactic proposal. Such variables evidence the relevance of the application of gamification principles in didactic proposals for achieving significant learning.

As future work we identify: i) to analyze the viability for implementing the didactic proposal suggestions proposed by students, and [2] to apply the overall assessment proposal in an academic environment for validating the potential to measure the evolution of student learning and the effectiveness of the didactic proposals used in the classroom.

### Table 4 Levels of student satisfaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answers</th>
<th>Level of enjoyment</th>
<th>Level of difficulty</th>
<th>Level of closeness to reality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deficient [1]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptable [2]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good [3]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good [4]</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>53.3%</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent [5]</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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